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Ars Vitae is a Russian company, representing the world’s best independent and privately-owned luxury hotels,  
operating within the travel market of Russia and Russian-speaking countries (CIS and the former USSR states). 

Our services include: 
• a whole range of tail ored PR, sales, and media activities 
• active cooperation with influencers and celebrities 
• market overview and marketing strategy for Russian and Russian-speaking markets 
• strong relationship and ongoing contact with travel agencies, tour operators and corporate clients

Started by Natalia Bobrova in 1995, Ars Vitae launched its collection with two hotels in France, soon followed by others in Switzerland. The company 
has since grown into the leading Russian agency representing top foreign hotels, at the highest level, supported by a brilliant team of 30 extensively  
travelled, multilingual travel experts. 

Our collection includes over 40 luxury resorts and city hotels spread around the world.  
We pride ourselves on having a rigorous selection process to ensure that each and every hotel we represent is a true gem. We are happy to include 
The Woodward Geneve as well as Hotel Bellevue and Hotel Excelsior in Croatia to our collection.

KEY Facilities for families with babies and toddlers

Hotels with SPA & wellness centres

Michelin stars Ski facilitiesGolfFishing

Hotels with medical centres
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AUSTRIA

  Hotel Sacher Vienna

One of the world’s greatest luxury hotels, which 
has welcomed John F. Kennedy, Indira Gandhi 
and Queen Elizabeth through its doors. The 
Sacher Vienna stays true to its traditions, while 
providing its guests with the highest standard 
of comfort, superb service and every modern 
technology and amenity that they might need.

CYPRUS

BRAZIL

CROATIA

THE CARIBBEAN

AZERBAIJAN

  Chenot Palace Health Wellness 
Hotel, Gabala

A luxurious hotel designed with the sole purpose 
of allowing guests to embrace the eminent 
Chenot preventive and wellness programmes. 
Famous for its state-of-the-art medical spa of 
6000 m2, complete with all the most advanced 
of facilities. Just 3 hours away from Baku, the 
stunning region of Gabala provides a wonderful 
backdrop.  Hotel Sacher Salzburg

An iconic hotel at the heart of the city of Mozart’s 
birth, the only Grand hotel in Salzburg. Regularly 
hosts the world’s finest musicians alongside 
royalty, international statesmen, business 
leaders, artists and global celebrities.

  Anassa, Polis

A member of the Leading Hotels of the World, 
the stylish, elegant and very Mediterranean 
Anassa features spacious villas with private pools 
and sea view, a mile-long private sand beach, 
the multi-award-winning Thalassa Spa, a RYA-
certified Sailing Centre, and the PADI Five Star 
Gold Palm Dive Centre.

  Almyra, Paphos

A member of the Design Hotels group. Innovative 
and impassioned, Almyra chilled-chic design is 
flavoured with a splash of humour, and excels 
at applying its philosophy of personalised care 
to every guest, whether welcoming on-style 
couples or fun-loving families.

FRANCE

  Les Pres d`Eugenie, Landes

Les Prés d’Eugénie, run by the Guérard family, 
is known as the 24th Palace de France. It is 
distinguished by exceptional features, such as 
its location, history and aesthetics, as well as its 
unparalleled thermal spa and the high standards 
of service it offers.

  Annabelle, Paphos

A member of Preferred Hotels & Resorts and 
the first 5-star hotel in Paphos, fully renovated 
in 2019. A beloved home-away-from-home for 
a loyal and esteemed clientele, and an oasis of 
relaxed elegance. It features multi-level pools 
and waterfalls, as well as restaurants serving a 
diverse range of cuisines.

Evian Resort, Évian-les-Bains 

Hotel Ermitage. Located in the Mont-Blanc region 
of Haute-Savoie, just a few miles from the Portes 
du Soleil and close to Geneva airport, the 4-star 
Hôtel Ermitage is a residence built in the Anglo-
Normand-Savoyard style, on three floors with 
galleries overlooking Lake Geneva and set in 47-
acre private wooded grounds.

The resort on the shores of Lake Geneva is known 
throughout the world for its Evian thermal 
spring. Evian Resort combines a golf club, a 
casino, restaurants, a concert hall and two hotels.

Hotel Royal. The jewel of the Evian Resort, 
nestling in 47-acre private wooded grounds. 
Hotel that got the Palace status in 2016, 
overlooks Evian-les-Bains, affording breathtaking 
views of Lake Geneva and the French and Swiss. 
The Hôtel Royal is a rare example of French-
style luxury offering 150 rooms including 
32 exceptional suites. The hotel was totally 
refurbished in 2015 to enhance the building’s 
architecture from 1900 by combining it with the 
most stylish and elegant contemporary décor.

  Lily of the Valley, Saint-Tropez

A premium hotel, opened in June 2019. The 44 
luxurious rooms and handful of private villas 
were all designed by the world-renowned 
Philippe Starck, who took inspiration from 
Babylon’s hanging gardens. The hotel overlooks 
the Gigaro Beach in La Croix-Valmer, and the 
Wellness Village of 2000 m² is open throughout 
the year.

  Porto Elounda Golf & SPA Resort

A family-oriented beach resort with a golf course, 
Soccer school for children and the magnificent 
Six Senses Spa, which has been recognised as 
one of the world’s top spas since its very first year 
of operation.

  Elounda Mare Hotel

The only Relais & Châteaux hotel on Crete. 
Elounda Mare prides itself on its private Blue Flag 
sandy beach, and the large collection of antiques 
incorporated in the traditional Cretan interior 
design. The Old Mill restaurant is considered one 
of the best in Greece.

GREECE, Crete

  Elounda Peninsula All Suite Hotel

The only Mediterranean hotel that fully consists 
of award-winning villas and suites with private 
pools and direct access to Crete’s finest beach 
area. The new designer main pool is the largest 
seafront pool on Crete (420 m2). There are a 
variety of dining experiences, and a wine cellar 
which hosts an impressive collection of wines 
from all regions of Greece, as well as Old and 
New World vintages.

GERMANY

  Lido Palace, Lake Garda

The Lido Palace opened in 1899 as a resort 
for European royalty, and the glass and steel 
renovation by award-winning architect, Alberto 
Cechetto, shows off this neoclassical building’s 
regal past. The hotel’s luxurious rooms have 
spectacular views of Lake Garda, and are 
immersed in their spectacular surroundings.

  Regina Isabella Resort Spa 
Restaurant, Ischia

The only 5***L hotel in Ischia and one of Italy’s 
most desirable and glamorous resorts. Founded 
in 1956 by Angelo Rizzoli, the legendary 
publisher and film producer, and visited by the 
world’s top celebrities and influencers.

  Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria, 
Sorrento

An award-winning 5-star luxury hotel is 
celebrating its 188 anniversary this year. The 
Excelsior Vittoria is located in a unique location 
at the heart of Sorrento, and features sweeping 
views over the Gulf of Naples and authentic, 
stylishly furnished rooms.

  Hotel Santa Caterina, Amalfi

An elegant late 19th century villa stood high 
above the beautiful scenery of the Amalfi Coast. 
A seaside residence with classic Italian interiors 
and quintessentially Mediterranean architecture. 
An ideal family destination with highly 
personalized service.

THE MALDIVES

  The Nautilus Maldives, Baa Atoll

A modern, luxurious 5-star hideaway featuring 
26 boho-chic beach and ocean houses. The only 
Relais & Chateaux in the Maldives. An immensely 
private resort with a highly personalized concept 
of service. Baa atoll is a UNESCO Biosphere 
Reserve.

MALTA

ITALY

  L’Albereta Relais & Chateaux, 
Erbusco

L’Albereta, a neo-Renaissance villa dating back 
to the late 19th century, is one of the most 
renowned 5-star hotels in Italy, and is a member 
of Relais & Châteaux. It features the fascinating 
Espace Chenot Health Wellness spa, which is 
listed among the best luxury spa hotels in Italy.

INDIA

  Ananda in the Himalayas

Ananda is an award-winning, luxury destination, 
spa resort, located in the Himalayan foothills of 
Northern India. The retreat integrates traditional 
Ayurveda, Yoga and Vedanta with international 
wellness experiences, fitness and healthy organic 
cuisine to restore balance and harmonize energy.

MONTENEGRO

SWITZERLAND

  Park Gstaad, Gstaad

Located in the very centre of the famous alpine 
resort Gstaad, this luxurious hotel offers the 
largest penthouse suite in the Swiss Alps, as well 
as designer rooms in a contemporary chalet 
style. Among featured services is a top-notch 
3D indoor golf simulator and an innovative Airkel 
cigar lounge.

  Badrutt`s Palace, St. Moritz

Opened in 1896, the iconic Badrutt’s Palace is 
located in one of the world’s most admired ski 
destinations, however, greets its guests in both 
winter and summer. Its unparalleled MICE venues 
support large-scale business and private events 
of the highest calibre.

  Baur au Lac, Zurich

Owned by the same family since 1844 and 
internationally recognised as one of the world’s 
top luxury hotels. Over CHF 160 mln invested 
in new facilities and renovations over the last 
decades has resulted in renewed brilliance, 
modernity and progressivity with carefully 
preserved traditional spirit.

  Dukley Hotel & Resort, Budva

Meticulous in all aspects of their approach, the 
Dukley Hotel & Resort provides serene, 5-star 
luxury, tucked away among the groves of the 
Zavala Peninsula. Spacious yet chic residences 
enjoy a wealth of facilities, comprehensive 
services, and direct access to the coastal estate’s 
exclusive beachfront.

SPAIN

  SHA Wellness Clinic, El Albir

Spain’s largest wellness and spa centre, offering 
6000 m2 of innovative wellness facilities. 
Luxurious accommodation is available in suites, 
or in 11 recently opened residences, where 
children under 12 are welcome. The perfect 
luxury wellness destination for those seeking 
a modern and exclusive healthy travel lifestyle 
experience.

 El Palace Barcelona

El Palace, which has just celebrated its centenary, 
is the most iconic hotel in Barcelona, linked to 
culture, beauty and glamour throughout history. 
The 120 elegant guest rooms are fully equipped 
with the latest technology. The Art Suites are 
inspired by celebrities, such as Salvador Dalí, 
Josephine Baker, and others, who had a close 
relationship with the hotel.

  Victoria-Jungfrau  
Grand Hotel & Spa, Interlaken

Conscious of its traditions, this historic, luxurious 
hotel is located in the Bernese Highlands, and 
is ideal for sports and family retreats. It features 
two restaurants, two bars, 22 conference and 
banqueting rooms, and a 5500 m2 spa.

UNITED KINGDOM

  Le Massif, Courmayeur

A spectacular alpine chalet with countless 
services, located on the slopes of Mont Blanc, 
just three minutes away from the ski lifts to 
Plan Checrouit. An ideal destination for a family 
vacation, throughout the year. Part of the 
prestigious Leading Hotels of the World family.

  Fonteverde, San Casciano  
dei Bagni

Commissioned in 1607 by the Grand Duke 
Ferdinand I, this beautiful residence is a fitting 
tribute to the Italian Renaissance, offering 
unparalleled hospitality and quality of service. 
It holds a prestigious Seven Stars Luxury 
Hospitality and Lifestyle Award, from 2018.

  Nikki Beach Montenegro

Luxurious Beach Club concept in the Adriatic 
from a renowned global brand. Nikki Beach 
Montenegro, was opened in May 2020, offers its 
signature beach club and dining experience, as 
well as 3 panoramic view pools, state-of-the art 
spa 41 modern designer rooms.

  Chenot Palace, Weggis

The leading Chenot health wellness retreat, 
surrounded by picturesque Lake Lucerne at the 
foot of the Swiss Alps, opened in June, 2020. 
This flagship property is designed and equipped 
to offer the unique Chenot programmes and 
treatments. It features a medical SPA facility of 
5000 m2 with state-of-the-art diagnostics and 
cutting-edge medical screening tests.

  The Woodward Geneve, Geneve

The Woodward is a new 26-room hotel by Oetker 
Collection, that is located on the shores of 
Lake Geneva and offering panoramic views of 
Mont Blanc. Originally built in 1901 by French 
architect François Durel, in a post-Haussmann 
style, the hotel is located on Quai Wilson and 
is now completely transformed and, carefully 
reimagined and creating Geneva’s first all-suite 
hotel. With restaurants by Michelin-Starred 
L’Atelier Robuchon and vegetable driven Le 
Jardinier by Alain Verzeroli as well as the 1,200 m2 
Guerlain Spa at The Woodward, The Woodward is 
truly Geneva’s lakeside home of haute living.

  Palácio Tangará, São Paulo

A member of the Oetker Collection. 
Characterized by refined European hospitality, 
combined with Brazilian art de vivre. 
Exceptionally located in the heart of São Paulo, 
in the lush greenery of Burle Marx Park, this hotel 
boasts easy access to the main business, leisure 
and cultural districts of the biggest city of Latin 
America. 

  Hotel Excelsior, Dubrovnik

Founded back to 1913, Hotel Excelsior is located 
by the walls of the Old Town and consists of 
158 elegant rooms. During the renovation, 
the architects reinforced the hotel’s historical 
heritage whilst meeting highest modern 
hospitality standards, with a result of an eclectic 
and sophisticated look that combines modern 
elements with mid-20th century style. For more 
than a century of history, Hotel Excelsior was 
honored to host Queen Elizabeth II and Princess 
Margaret, Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, 
Sir Roger Moore and Francis Ford Coppola, 
and many more.

  Eden Rock – St Barths,  
St Barthélemy

A member of the Oetker Collection. An iconic 
destination, renowned for its extraordinary levels 
of luxury. Reopened in November 2019 after 
an extensive 2-year full renovation, it remains 
the preferred private and discreet haven of the 
travelling elite and celebrities.

  Jumby Bay Island, Antigua,  
West Indies

A member of the Oetker Collection. One of the 
most desirable and exclusive private retreats in 
the Caribbean, Jumby Bay consists of 40 rooms 
and suites and 50 villas and private residences. 
A one-of-a-kind hideaway, set in one of the most 
beautiful and undisturbed places in the world.

  L’Apogee Courchevel

A member of the Oetker Collection. A 5-star 
Alpine retreat, offering a stylish and effortless 
stay. A top ski resort situated in the French 
Alps, in the exclusive Jardin Alpin, Courchevel 
1850. Unbeatable location and a unique family 
atmosphere.

  Chateau Saint-Martin & SPA,  
Vence

A member of the Oetker Collection. A 5-star 
luxury sanctuary, where historic Provencal 
charm meets contemporary elegance. Set 
amid picturesque rocky hills and olive groves, 
this inspirational hotel is distinguished by 
spectacular panoramic views.

  Le Bristol, Paris

A member of the Oetker Collection. Celebrated 
for its sumptuous luxury and impeccable service 
since 1925, Le Bristol is chosen by the world’s 
most discerning travellers for a first-class Parisian 
experience. An illustrious palace that has become 
a benchmark for luxury hotels all over the world.

  Brenners Park-Hotel & SPA,  
Baden-Baden

A member of the Oetker Collection. Centrally 
located in the renowned German spa town 
of Baden-Baden, Brenners Park-Hotel & Spa is 
an urban oasis set in a private park facing the 
famous Lichtentaler Allee. It features one of the 
most advanced spas in Europe, offering luxurious 
therapy and medical care, curated by the finest 
professionals. It has been welcoming travelling 
elite since 1872. 

 The Lanesborough, London

A member of the Oetker Collection. The only 
hotel in London to offer round-the-clock, 
dedicated butler service in each room and suite, 
as well as a team of dedicated Concierges, each a 
member of Les Clefs d’Or. Exceptional rooms and 
suites, all uniquely refurbished with luxurious 
interiors and responsive technology, including 
in-room tablets and powerful WiFi.

  Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc, Antibes

A member of the Oetker Collection. A legendary 
Riviera retreat, recognized globally for its 
sophisticated, yet relaxing atmosphere since 
1870. Features spacious connecting suites and 
secluded private villas. Granted the Palace status.

  Iniala Malta, Valetta

Located on the prestigious and historic St. 
Barbara Bastions, overlooking Malta’s famous 
Grand Harbour, Iniala Malta is a bespoke 
boutique hotel spread over four Maltese 
townhouses and several ancient vaults, each 
having been lovingly restored to perfection by 
three world-class design studios. The hotel is a 
compendium of unique and innovative design 
concepts from sophisticated minimalism to 
understated baroque styles. 

  Hotel La Palma, Capri

In July 2022, Oetker Collection opens La Palma 
hotel after a global restoration. The property is 
one of the main symbols of Capri, and its history 
dates back to 1822. The renovated hotel has 
50 rooms, 18 of which are suites. Each room 
has a terrace or balcony. Hotel La Palma offers 
a SPA center and its own La Palma Beach Club. 
The talented Neapolitan Gennaro Epposito 
became hotel’s chef.

  Hotel Bellevue, Dubrovnik

Bellevue Dubrovnik Hotel is located on 
a picturesque cliff of the Miramar Bay. Huge 
panoramic windows offer one of the most 
cinematic sea views in Europe overlooking to the 
beautiful boundless Adriatic Sea, small-pebble 
beach, as well as to the Old City of Dubrovnik. 
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